**MILEPOST_MARKERS_CO_CUMULATIVE**

*File Geodatabase Feature Class*

Summary
This feature class is a single point reference of mileposts for Nevada Department of Transportation’s maintained roads and other major entities in Nevada in a county cumulative mileage system.

Description
This dataset is derived from the feature class MILEPOST_PANELS_CO_CUMULATIVE. Each point in this dataset has been calculated as a point, located between a pair of GPS located milepost panels and snapped to the centerline of the Nevada Department of Transportation’s ROADS feature class. This feature class has been developed as a representation of the locations of milepost pairs for mapping, labeling, and route calibration purposes.

Credits
Roadway Systems Division of the Nevada Department of Transportation.

Use limitations
Requestor hereby releases the Nevada Department of Transportation (NDOT), their agents, consultants, contractors or employees from any and all claims, actions, or causes of action for damages including, but not limited to any costs of recovering, reprogramming or reproducing any programs or data stored in or used with the GIS data. This dataset was compiled on the (NDOT) computer system at headquarters in Carson City, NV. No liability is assumed for the current accuracy or utility of the data on any system or for general / scientific purposes. Requestor agrees to assure and hold harmless the Nevada Department of Transportation, their agents, consultants, contractors and employees from any and all liability claims or damages to any person arise from or connected with the use of the data obtained in the GIS Reference and acknowledge the Nevada Department of Transportation- Location division in products derived from this data. Reference and acknowledge the Nevada Department of Transportation in products derived from this data.
MILEPOST_MARKERS_ST_CUMULATIVE

File Geodatabase Feature Class

Tags
Milepost, Milemarker, Mileage, Postmiles

Summary
Single point reference for mileposts for NDOT maintained roads and other major entities in Nevada in a state cumulative mileage system.

Description
This dataset is derived from the Nevada Department of Transportation’s feature class MILEPOST_PANELS_ST_CUMULATIVE. Each point in this dataset has been calculated as a location between a pair of GPS located milepost panels and snapped to the centerline of the Nevada Department of Transportation’s NDOT.ROADS feature class. This feature class has been developed as a representation of the locations of milepost pairs for mapping, labeling, and route calibration purposes.

Credits
Nevada Department of Transportation's Location Division, Cartography Section, and GIS Section

Use limitations
Requestor hereby releases the Nevada Department of Transportation (NDOT), their agents, consultants, contractors or employees from any and all claims, actions, or causes of action for damages including, but not limited to any costs of recovering, reprogramming or reproducing any programs or data stored in or used with the GIS data. This dataset was compiled on the (NDOT) computer system at headquarters in Carson City, NV. No liability is assumed for the current accuracy or utility of the data on any system or for general / scientific purposes. Requestor agrees to assure and hold harmless the Nevada Department of Transportation, their agents, consultants, contractors and employees from any and all liability claims or damages to any person arise from or connected with the use of the data obtained in the GIS Reference and acknowledge the Nevada Department of Transportation- Location division in products derived from this data. Reference and acknowledge the Nevada Department of Transportation in products derived from this data.

Date this data was last extraced from the master dataset and posted on NDOT website: 3/20/2019